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President & Founder
Accenta Display Corp

                           Welcome to our 2013 product catalog. By necessity it’s a snapshot - a good basic reference for many 

of our top products, at the instant it was published. But of course that’s the thing about being state of the art... to stay in 

front you must always be moving forward. Accenta is all about relentless innovation, creativity and growth. We have forged 

long standing relationships with many of the world’s most respected and established companies. Such companies make 

challenging design and budget demands. Such companies do business with us because we consistently exceed their 

expectations. With more than a quarter of a century in the display industry, we are an Internationally recognized design 

leader with an outstanding workforce of well organized, highly skilled and experienced professionals, available to focus on 

your business and quickly deliver the right solution for you. Accenta doesn’t sell displays, we sell display solutions - built 

from the ground up to solve specific problems unique to you. Unsurpassed customer service is one of the reasons we 

have become ‘trusted advisors’ to so many top tier companies during long and mutually rewarding relationships. Another 

is our philosophy of maximizing in-house production integration with such things as our graphical large-format print facility, 

delivering state of the art results in a well controlled ‘Best Practices’ plant environment. Our web site at www.accenta.

com showcases the most up-to-date range of products and resources we can put to work for you. But we have a well 

stocked new product pipeline for the year ahead and we invite you to talk to us directly about what’s new, or visit one of our 

showrooms: Mississauga (Toronto), Amherst, New York or Mexico City to see for yourself what the future looks like when 

you work with the industry’s creative powerhouse. We will be pleased to be of service to you. 

Respectfully,
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AdStand is a unique strategic tool for communication and 
campaign planning. It has evolved from our “AdBox®” 
product and was developed to be printed via various methods 
in any quantity. And, the sturdy base means that it will hold up 
to in-store use.

AdStand comes in a flat package for optimized distribution. It’s 
lightweight and easy to set up. 

The double-sided exposure and eye-level height give a maximum 
impression. The elegant ellipse-shaped graphic AdSleeve brings 
you a new look. Keep the AdBox and base, only replace the 
AdSleeve and you have a new display. Choose an oval-shaped 
base or a round one to best fit your needs. 

As a floor-standing or a counter-top display, AdStand always makes 
your message stand out.

SPECIFICATIONS
Complete AdStand unit, double-sided, incl. black base, white 
AdBox(es), all connectors required and 1 AdSleeve.

45580  AdStand (printed display) w. 2 AdBoxes, 19 11/16” x 70’’
             (50 x 177.8 cm)
45575  AdStand (blank displays), w. 2 AdBoxes & 1White AdSleeve

(unglued), individually packed, carton of 10

Base material:  Durable ABS
Graphic panel:  Several options dependent on quantity
Packaging:  Carton box

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
45540  Base, Oval, Black, 24” L x 14”W x 0.5” H

(61 cm L x 35.6 cmW x 1.3 cm H)
45550  Hinged Base Connectors (for #45540 base), set of 2
45552  Middle Connectors, set of 2
45535  AdBox,White, set of 2
45576  AdSleeves,White, unglued, set of 5

One complete AdStand #45580 
ships flat and fits in one carton 
box 36” x 21” x 2”, 9 lbs.

45540 45550

45552

AdSleeve

AdBox

Middle connector

Hinged
Base connector

CuSTOm BASE PLATES
AvAILABLE uPON REquEST

u.S. ANd CANAdIAN 
PATENT

ADSTAND
TM

promotional displays
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Base support foot
is an alternative foot
(see pg.15)

C rectangular single connector d 4-tab connector E top connector

AdBOx WALL (9 BOxES)

promotional displays

Make a mural. Suspend it. Stand it up.

Display your product. AdBox can 
handle it. With brilliant graphics 
printed on high-grade e-flute, AdBox 
is incredibly lightweight and comes flat 
packed. It’s eco-friendly and makes a 
big impact on your audience but not 
the environment.

From the simplest ledge display to 
a full mural backdrop, AdBox has 
your needs covered. Not sure who’s 
watching your back?With double-
sided graphics, AdBox makes good 
impressions all around.

AdBox is still probably the most 
innovative POP display solution 
available.

ADbox
®

AdBox ships flat. 9 boxes with 
all the feet and connectors fit 
in a 3.5” high carton box.

SPECIFICATIONS
A combination of high quality printed boxes along with a flexible connector 
system offers you a multitude of sizes and configurations-from towers to wall-
size promotions. They’re extremely lightweight, and set-up fast and easy, no 
tools required.
AdBox units will be litho-printed for large-run projects of over 200 
displays. digital printing will be used for small-run projects.

Fold the two flaps toward
each other to interlock.

Insert rectangular connectors 
into the top of the standing 
box.

Insert the T-foot into the
bottom of one of the boxes.

Insert 4-tab connectors
to attach boxes side by side.

Insert double tab T-foot
into bottom of both boxes.

Use top connectors to
keep boxes aligned at the 
top.

1

4

2

5

3

6

box with image A Single T-foot B Double T-foot

C

C

A

C

C

A

d

B

d

B

E

d

E

d

CONFIGuRATION SAmPLES: Ideas and configurations on pags 13-14

Tower Triumph Accordian

Marquee End Cap Y-Foot Plastic T-FootBrochure Plexi Shelf V-shaped w. ShelvesMobile

Pyramid Triangle SquareStarWall

ThE CONFIGuRATION ON ThE OPPOSITE SIdE IS ShOWN BELOW IN PARTS TO 
dESCRIBE ThE PRINCIPLE.
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promotional displaysADbox
®

Hanging Mobile

hANGING mARquEE

TABLE-TOP W. ShELvESTOWER (3 BOxES) TOWER (3 BOxES)

TRIANGLE Y-FOOT TOWER v-ShAPEd W. ShELvES

TOWER (2 BOxES)
W. BROChuRE hOLdERS

The most versatile display concept 
in the world is also cost-effective, 
especially at high volumes. Major 
audience impact. 

Flexibility. Cost-effectiveness. It’s easy 
to start something big.

AdBox assembles in a snap, with no 
tools. It’s “goof-proof ”. And that’s 
smart.

WALL (24 BOxES)

COmPLETE WALLS.
BIG OR SmALL.
AdBOx. SImPLY vERSATILE.

WALL (9 BOxES)

StaggeredWall To
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Monitor STANDSmonitorStand
MonitorStand is available with single or double 
posts. Single stand can hold max. 30” monitor 
and double stand max. 42” monitor. Adjust the 
position of the mounting bracket (not included) 
to fit different sizes of monitors. Standard post 
height is 64 1/8” (163 cm). Other heights are 
available.

SPECIFICATIONS
Clear anodized aluminum post(s) incl. steel base(s) in silver grey 
paint. Mounting bracket and monitor not included.

33601 Single Monitor Stand (for max. 30” monitor)
33603 Double Monitor Stand (for max. 42” monitor)

64 1/8”
(163 cm)

64 1/8”
(163 cm)

custom
width

custom width

custom height

33601

33603

Please contact us for 
customized solutions.

bracket width
adjustment

Attach the base to the post.

AdJuSTABLE mOuNTING BRACKETS (ExAmPLES):

custom width depending
on monitor bracket

monitor size
adjustment

bracket height
adjustment

monitor size
adjustment

AdBOx WALL (12 BOxES) WITh BRANdING BASE 

promotional displaysADbox
®

SINGLE

dOuBLE

WALL (20 BOxES) W. BRANdING BASE+ LOGO TOWER (4 BOxES)

AdBox

Base 
support foot

Branding base panel 

Create a sloping information panel at the 
base of your AdBox wall to show off your 
logo, slogan, etc. The panel, e.g, PVC, 
Acrylic, etc., attached to foot with velcro 
tape for ease of installation and change. 
The foot, black plastic, folds flat for conve-
nient shipping and storage. 

foot height
1 1/16”(3 cm)

foot height
1 1/16”(3 cm)

panel width
7” (17.8 cm)

BASE SuPPORT FOOT 
PACKS FLAT ANd FOLdS uP.

BRANdING BASE PANEL
BASE SuPPORT FOOT
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Monitor STANDSTabletStand
Setting up an iPad/Tablet at your booth, showroom or 
lobby allows passersby the opportunity to interact and 
learn more about your brand.  With its slim, unsurpassed 
design iPad/Tablet Stand gives you branding space, vari-
ous frame color and shapes options and security while 
setting you apart from the competition.

5
min

SPECIFICATIONS
FLOOR STANd
Screen frame: Black acrylic (other colors and shapes optional)
vertical posts: Aluminum clear anodized or Black painted
Base plate: Grey silver painted steel

33611 TabletSand, floor stand, with standard lockbox
33615 TabletStand, floor stand for other sizes w/o lockbox 

Notes: Customers to supply IPad/Tablet.
             Standard lock box, inside dimensions 11.93”W x 8.7”H x 0.86”D
             (29.3cm W x 20.5cm H x 2.2 cm D)           
Customized sizes available w/o lock boxes 

COuNTER TOP STANd
Screen frame: Black acrylic (other colors and shapes optional)
Stand: Black acrylic (other colors and shapes optional)

33617 TabletStand, counter top stand with standard lock box.

Notes: Customers to supply IPad/Tablet.
             Standard lock box, inside dimensions 11.93”W x 8.7”H x 0.86”D
             (29.3cm W x 20.5cm H x 2.2 cm D)           
Customized sizes available w/o lock boxes 

5
min

Monitor STANDSmonitorStand

Touch screen monitor

Communicate effectively at your next show or 
event with this fully customizable MonitorStand 
with space for branding. Multiple color frame 
options and space for branding, on both 
upright post and screen frame, let you make 
this stand your own. Available for all types of 
touch screen monitors in sizes up to 27”

muLTIPLE COLORS, ShAPES ANd SIZES 
AvAILABLE uPON REquEST

muLTIPLE COLORS, ShAPES ANd SIZES 
AvAILABLE uPON REquEST

SPECIFICATIONS
vertical posts: Aluminium, clear anodized 
vertical center panel: Grey, Black or White vinyl covered MDF board 
                                        (other material and colors optional).
Base plate: Steel silver grey painted diameter 24”(61cm)
Screen frame: Black acrylic (other colors and shapes optional)

Customer to supply monitors

Cord hidden between 
vertical panels

Space for brandingSpace for branding

COuNTER TOP STANd
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RETRACTAbLE bANNER STANDS.Roll-IT-Up1

SPECIFICATIONS
Complete Roll-It-Up 1 unit with snap-action top profile, 3-folded pole, 
and padded carrying bag. (Top profile with double-sided adhesive tape 
available upon request.) Graphic panel not included.

Weight: 11 lbs. (5 kg) or 13 lbs. (6 kg)
Base material: Clear anodized aluminum
Graphic panel: Several options available
Packaging: Padded nylon bag

Standard graphic sizes:
39001 Clear Anodized, 33 1/2” x 79” (85 x 201 cm)
39002 Clear Anodized, 33 1/2” x 86” (85 x 218 cm)
39003 Clear Anodized, 39 3/8” x 79” (100 x 201 cm)
39004 Clear Anodized, 39 3/8” x 86” (100 x 218 cm)

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
39010 Top Profile, Snap-action,w.Hook,ClearAnodized, 33 1/2” (85 cm)
39012 Top Profile, Snap-action,w.Hook,ClearAnodized, 39 3/8” (100 cm)
39014 Top Profile w.Double-sidedAdhesiveTape & Hook,ClearAnodized,

33 1/2” (85 cm)
39016 Top Profile w.Double-sidedAdhesiveTape & Hook,ClearAnodized,

39 3/8” (100 cm)
39021 Pole, 3-folded, Clear Anodized, for panel 79” (201 cm)
39020 Pole, 3-folded, Clear Anodized, for panel 86” (218 cm)
39263 Nylon Bag, Padded, Black, for 33 1/2” unit
39264 Nylon Bag, Padded, Black, for 39 3/8” unit
39269 Protection case, Padded, Black, for 33 1/2” unit
39040 Halogen Spotlight, 50W, Chrome, w. clip, 8.8 feet cord and

transformer, incl. black nylon bag

Roll-it Up 1 is the ideal solution for all your special 
events, product launches, trade shows and of 
course, sales people in a rush. This sturdy elegant 
high-quality display enables you to “ hit the ground 
running”. The graphical panel retracts into the 
base, keeping it safely protected. The whole display 
fits into a small carry-on-sized nylon canvas bag. With 
a setup time of less then 30 seconds Roll-it-Up 1 is the 
ideal display for all your information needs. It just can’t 
be more convenient or better than this.  

Roll-it-up 1 can even be used at various heights. By simply extending the 
pole to only 1/3 or 2/3 of its full length, you can quickly create a presentation 
in stages or a table-top display.The graphic panel rolls in and out of the unit.

39010

39269

39021

39263

39040
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RETRACTAbLE bANNER STANDSRoll-IT-Up 3

Be a quick-change artist. This innovative
banner stand features interchangeable
graphic cassettes that let you swap
messages. Better yet, the new telescoping
pole works at various heights to allow
you to go from counter to floor display
in a snap. A custom trim to match your
corporate identity pulls it all together.
And it packs neatly into a smart, padded
nylon bag so you’re always ready to roll
with it.

SPECIFICATIONS
Complete Roll-It-Up 3 unit with telescoping pole and snap-action
top profile, incl. interchangeable cassette, clear plastic trim set and
padded nylon carrying bag. (3-folded pole available upon request.)
Graphic panel not included.

Weight: 13 lbs. (6 kg) or 15 lbs. (7 kg)
Base material: Clear anodized aluminum
Graphic panel: Several options available
Packaging: Padded nylon bag

Standard graphic sizes:
Standard graphic width (height is adjustable):
From 62 5/8”  (159mm) to 89”(226cm)
39515 Clear Anodized w. clear plastic trim, 33 1/2’’ W (85 cm W)
39525 Clear Anodized w. clear plastic trim, 39 3/8’’ W (100 cm W)

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
39601 Cassette incl. Snap-action Top Profile, 33 1/2” (85 cm)
39611 Cassette incl. Snap-action Top Profile, 39 3/8” (100 cm)
39613 Telescoping Pole, w. adjustable height, Clear Anodized,
            for panels 78 3/4” (200 cm), 82 11/16” (210 cm) and
            86 5/8” (220 cm)
39620 Plastic Trim Set, 33 1/2” (85 cm), Clear
39630 Plastic Trim Set, 39 3/8” (100 cm), Clear
39490 Nylon Bag, Padded, Black, for 33 1/2” unit
39492 Nylon Bag, Padded, Black, for 39 3/8” unit
39040 Halogen Spotlight, 50 W, Chrome, w. clip, 
            8.8 feet cord and transformer, incl. black nylon bag

For 3-folded pole and snap-action top profile with hook, please contact us.

39601

39613

39620/39630 39490

39040

Interchangeable cassette

Clear trim set is standard. Grey, blue, red & green are extra accessories.

ROLL-IT-UP 3 

The graphic panel rolls in and out of the unit.
The telescoping pole hooks up to the 
track on the back of the top profile.

Adjustable telescoping pole

The three marked heights on the
telescoping pole show the three
standard visual graphic panel heights.

AdJuSTABLE vISuAL GRAPhIC 
hEIGhT:
The telescoping pole is adjustable in
height. The visual graphic panel height
can go from 62 5/8” (159 cm) up to
89” (226 cm).

86 5/8”
(220 Cm)

82 11/16”
(210Cm)

78 3/4”
(200Cm)
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RETRACTAbLE bANNER STANDSRoll-IT-Up 5

The telescoping pole hooks up to the 
track on the back of the top profile.

Adjustable telescoping pole

The three marked heights on the
telescoping pole show the three
standard visual graphic panel heights.

AdJuSTABLE vISuAL GRAPhIC 
hEIGhT:
The telescoping pole is adjustable in
height. The visual graphic panel height
can go from 62 5/8” (159 cm) up to
89” (226 cm).

86 5/8”
(220Cm)

82 11/16”
(210Cm)

78 3/4”
(200Cm)

39570/39571

39573

39040

SPECIFICATIONS
Single Sided retractable banner stand complete with telescopic 
pole and snap-action top profile. Silver painter aluminum house, 
with built in support foot. Incl. padded carrying case.
Graphic panel not included.  Ask for graphical template.

Weight: 9 lbs. (4 kg) or 11 lbs. (5 kg)
Base material: Aluminum, silver painted
Graphic panel: Several options available
Panel height: Telescope pole allows for 
                          Min. 31.5”(80 cm) Max.98.5”(250 cm)
Packaging: Padded nylon bag

39550 Silver painted, width 33.5” (80 cm)
39552 Silver painted, width 39”3/8” (100 cm)

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
39570 Snap-Action Top profile 33.5” (80 cm)
39571 Snap-Action Top profile 39” 3/8” (100 cm)
39572 Telescopic pole
39573 Nylon Bag, padded, for 33.5” (80 cm)
39574 Nylon Bag, padded, for 39” 3/8” (100 cm)
39040 Halogen Clip-On Spotlight, 50W Chrome
           8.8’ cord. Incl. transformer and black nylon bag.

ROLL-IT-UP 5

The graphic panel rolls in and out of the unit.

39572

Roll-It-Up 5 is the ideal compact, mobile 
presentation solution. Its innovative design 
lets you make graphic changes right in the 
field with very little effort. The telescoping 
pole allows for height adjustment from full 
height down to counter top size. Roll-It-Up 
5 rolls down compactly and carries neatly 
in a padded nylon bag. Smart, functional 
and affordable Roll-It-Up 5 gets the job 
done while saving you time and money.
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RETRACTAbLE bANNER STANDSRoll-IT-Up 6

The telescoping pole hooks up to the 
track on the back of the top profile.

Adjustable telescoping pole

The three marked heights on the
telescoping pole show the three
standard visual graphic panel heights.

AdJuSTABLE vISuAL GRAPhIC 
hEIGhT:
The telescoping pole is adjustable in
height. The visual graphic panel height
can go from 62 5/8” (159 cm) up to
89” (226 cm).

86 5/8”
(220Cm)

82 11/16”
(210Cm)

78 3/4”
(200Cm)

39570/39571 39040

39576

SPECIFICATIONS
Double Sided retractable banner stand complete with 
telescopic poles and snap-action top profiles. Silver painted 
aluminum housing with built in foldable support feet. 
Incl. padded carrying bag. Graphic panels not included.  

Weight: 13 lbs. (6 kg) or 15 lbs. (7 kg)
Base material: Aluminum silver painted
Graphic panel: Several options available
Panel height: Telescope pole allows for 
                          Min. 31.5”(80 cm) Max.98.5”(250 cm)
Packaging: Padded nylon bag

39560 Silver painted, width 33.5” (80 cm)
39562 Silver painted, width 39”3/8” (100 cm)

 
OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
39570 Snap-Action Top profile 33.5” (80 cm)
39571 Snap-Action Top profile 39” 3/8” (100 cm)
39576 Telescopic pole for double sided 
39573 Nylon Bag, padded, for 33.5” (80 cm)
39574 Nylon Bag, padded, for 39” 3/8” (100 cm)
39040 Halogen Spotlight, 50W Chrome
            8.8’ cord. Incl. transformer and black nylon bag.

The graphic panel rolls in and out of the unit.

ROLL-IT-UP 6

Create twice the impact with this new 
double-sided retractable Roll-It-Up 6. 
Easy to set up and switch out your 
graphic in the field. This unit has a 
sturdy, stylish, impressive foot and 
is cost effective and portable. RIU 6 
travels in a small carry case and gets 
the message across every time you 
roll it up. Can be used single sided as 
well.

39577
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NON-RETRACTAbLE bANNER STANDSImageStand1

Use it once or use it for a long time.

This single-sided, non-retractable banner

stand gets great mileage in a POP or retail

scenario. Its sleek fish-shaped foot is made

of cast aluminum to give your message

gravity. And its special lacquer finish makes

it durable. A protective cylinder in the

optional travel bag keeps your graphic

panel clean and safe. Put two or more

together for a high-impact presentation.

This is the cost-effective solution that lets

your images stand for themselves.

SPECIFICATIONS
ImageStand 1, with snap-action top/bottom profiles and 3-folded
pole. (Top/bottom profiles with double-sided adhesive tape
available upon request.) Graphic panel and bag not included.

Weight: 7 lbs. (3.2 kg)
Base material: Silver painted aluminum
Graphic panel: Several options available
Packaging: Re-usable carton box, nylon bag optional

Standard graphic sizes:
39100 Silver Painted, 23 5/8’’ x 85’’ (60 cm x 216 cm)
39102 Silver Painted, 31 1/2’’ x 85’’ (80 cm x 216 cm)
39104 Silver Painted, 39 3/8’’ x 85’’ (100 cm x 216 cm)

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
39094 Foot
39097 Top Extrusion Adapter
39075 Top/Bottom Profile Set, Snap-action,
            Clear Anodized, 23 5/8” (60 cm)
39077 Top/Bottom Profile Set, Snap-action,
            Clear Anodized, 31 1/2” (80 cm)
39079 Top/Bottom Profile Set, Snap-action,
            Clear Anodized, 39 3/8” (100 cm)
39070 Top/Bottom Profile Set, w. Double-sided Adhesive Tape,
            Clear Anodized, 23 5/8” (60 cm)
39072 Top/Bottom Profile Set, w. Double-sided Adhesive Tape,
            Clear Anodized, 31 1/2” (80 cm)
39078 Top/Bottom Profile Set, w. Double-sided Adhesive Tape,
            Clear Anodized, 39 3/8” (100 cm)
39060 Pole, 3-folded, Clear Anodized, for panel 77 1/8” (196 cm)
39062 Pole, 3-folded, Clear Anodized, for panel 85” (216 cm)
39064 Pole, 3-folded, Clear Anodized, for panel 93 5/16” (237 cm)
39081 Nylon Bag, Padded, Black, for 23 5/8” & 31 1/2” units
39082 Nylon Bag, Padded, Black, for 39 3/8” unit
39040 Halogen Spotlight, 50 W, Chrome, w. clip, 8.8 feet cord

and transformer, incl. black nylon bag

Pole with extrusion adapter
is connected to top profile.

Foot is connected
to bottom profile.

39075/39070

39097

39094

39060 39081

39040
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NON-RETRACTAbLE bANNER STANDSImageStand2

Command attention. Do something unexpected.
This image stand is customizable in three ways: height, width and shape. It uses horizontal profiles that 
can be custom-cut to your specs to let you display unusual contours. Make it tall and thin, short and 
wide, or even V-shaped. The slick tripod foot keeps it stable no matter the configuration and folds for 
maximum portability. Its optional carrying case was designed to protect graphics.  ImageStand 2 goes 
from single to double-sided with a simple snap-clip. The top and bottom profiles disappear so your 
message always takes center stage.

SPECIFICATIONS
ImageStand 2, with snap-action top/bottom profile and 3-folded
pole. (Top/bottom profiles with double-sided adhesive tape
available upon request.) Graphic panel and bag not included.

Weight: 7 lbs. (3.2 kg)
Base material: Silver painted aluminum
Graphic panel: Several options available
Packaging: Re-usable carton box, nylon bag optional

Standard graphic sizes:
39121 Silver Painted, 23 5/8’’ x 82 11/16’’ (60 x 210 cm)
39123 Silver Painted, 31 1/2’’ x 82 11/16’’ (80 x 210 cm)
39125 Silver Painted, 39 3/8’’ x 82 11/16’’ (100 x 210 cm)

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
39130 Foot, foldable
39132 Plastic Clip for single & double-sided
39060 Pole, 3-folded, Clear Anodized, for panel 74 13/16” (190 cm)
39062 Pole, 3-folded, Clear Anodized, for panel 82 11/16” (210 cm)
39064 Pole, 3-folded, Clear Anodized, for panel 90 9/16” (230 cm)
39075 Top/Bottom Profile Set, Snap-action,Clear Anodized, 
            23 5/8” (60 cm)
39077 Top/Bottom Profile Set, Snap-action,Clear Anodized, 
            31 1/2” (80 cm)
39079 Top/Bottom Profile Set, Snap-action,Clear Anodized, 
            39 3/8” (100 cm)
39070 Top/Bottom Profile Set, w. Double-sided Adhesive Tape,
            Clear Anodized, 23 5/8” (60 cm)
39072 Top/Bottom Profile Set, w. Double-sided Adhesive Tape,
            Clear Anodized, 31 1/2” (80 cm)
39076 Top/Bottom Profile Set, w. Double-sided Adhesive Tape,
            Clear Anodized, 39 3/8” (100 cm)
39083 Nylon Bag, Padded, Black, for 23 5/8” & 31 1/2” units
39084 Nylon Bag, Padded, Black, for 39 3/8” unit
39040 Halogen Spotlight, 50 W, Chrome, w. clip, 8.8 feet cord

and transformer, incl. black nylon bag

39075/39070

39132

39130

39060

39083

39040

Choose Panel size and shape
Max. width 39 3/8” (100 cm), max. height 90 9/16” (230 cm)

Insert the pole into the slot. Insert completely. Extra clip for double-sided graphics
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graphic with customized cup shape

NON-RETRACTAbLE bANNER STANDSADapt
SPECIFICATIONS
Adapt, complete unit, single or double-sided, incl. top/bottom 
profiles w. double-sided adhesive tape, 3-folded pole, and black 
nylon bag. Graphic panel not included.

Weight: 6 lbs. (2.7 kg)
Base material: Clear anodized aluminum
Graphic panel: Several options available
Packaging: Black nylon bag with reinforced graphic tube

Standard graphic size:
39140 Clear Anodized, 24’’ x 72” (61 x 183 cm)

REPLACEmENT PARTS
37011 Cross Base, Clear Anodized
37131 Pole, 3-folded, Clear Anodized, 75” (190.5 cm)
37231 Horizontal Bars, set of 2, w. Double-sided Adhesive Tape

& Endcaps, Clear Anodized, 24” (61 cm)
37311 Snap-Clip, single-sided, set of 2 (top & bottom), Grey, Plastic
37321 Snap-Clip, double-sided, set of 2, Grey, Plastic
37410 Nylon Bag, Black
39040 Halogen Spotlight, 50W, Chrome, w. clip, 8.8 feet cord and

transformer, incl. black nylon bag

Just the basics, please. This cost-effective image stand 
adapts to a variety of print media – from inkjet to vinyl to fabric.

It comes with its own nylon travel bag and reinforced 
graphic tube for safe and easy transport, while its x-shaped 
aluminum swivel stand folds flat. Make it double-sided 
when you really need to work the room or customize the 
shape of the graphic panel for a unique touch. Combine 
several for a first-class performance. It’s simply effective.

To convert the single-sided unit into a 
double-sided, use Snap-Clip #37321 
to place over the single-side clip.

The single-sided Snap-Clip #37311 is 
used to connect the top and bottom 
horizontal bars to the vertical pole.

39040

37410

39321

3713137011

Choose Panel Size and Shape:
Max. width 24” (61 cm), max. height 72” (183 cm)

3731137231

top                  bottom
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fabricStand

43225

43224

43226

SPECIFICATIONS
Aluminum frame, with ”pocket” shaped,  stretch fabric panel 
creating a double sided stand. Fully customized.
Graphic panel not included.

Frame: Aluminum clear anodized
Width: Maximum 50” (127 cm)
height: Maximum 84” (213 cm)
Graphic panel: Stretchable, slip-over fabric.
Delivered partly assembled 

43220 FabricStand with curved foot, customized

43222 FabricStand with straight foot, customized

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
43224 Graphical Panel in Stretch Fabric 
43225 Curved Chrome foot
43226 Straight Aluminum foot, Clear Anodized 
            or Black painted

NON-RETRACTAbLE bANNER STANDS

CuSTOmIZEd SIZES 
AvAILABLE FOOT OPTIONS

Clear anodized or Black Chrome

Combined with Pedestal and StraightWall

Get your campaign off on the right foot with this 
high quality, elegant, portable FabricStand! Minimal 
floor space is required for this double sided beauty 
which has a lavish, polished chrome foot that really 
sets it apart. Your message or graphical promotion  
is printed on a special stretch fabric which gives 
a seamless and wrinkle-free look. FabricStand is 
made to your specified height and width - custom 
fit to your requirements.
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CuSTOm-LOOK LIGhTWEIGhT ANd
PORTABLE SYSTEm FOR SuCCESSFuL ExhIBITIONS

MONITOR

ROTATING SIGN

SHOWCASE
(Straight / 
Curved)

ExhIbITS & eventssupreme

Supreme is a portable, versatile and durable exhibit 
system with endless configuration possibilities. Supreme 
is the ideal solution for event presentations or for a 
complete booth.

Combine straight and curved structures, add showcases, 
headers and add-on elements to create an attractive 
stand to show your message at its 
best. Unique magnetic 
techniques make it 
easy to position the 
graphic panels for a 
seamless and attractive 
looking exhibit.

Supreme is easy to 
assemble and it packs 
compactly making 
transportation economical. 
Look at Supreme as an 
investment that offers the 
opportunity to make changes 
to your booth setup when the 
need arises.

Please contact us for more 
information regarding Supreme

HEIGHT EXTENSION

CURTAIN
HEADER

SHOWCASE
(Endcap)

COUNTER

TOWER
SHOWCASE

(Tower)

mAGNETIC BAR APPLICATIONS: Create your own configurations with various magnetic bars connecting single structures.

Straight magnetic bars Short Straight magnetic bar Curved & Endcap magnetic bars S magnetic bar

More magnetic bar options available
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supreme

Configuration Examples:
Reconfigure and make Supreme fit any occasion.
Utilizing part of the above design you can create
all the others on this page – and many more!
Start small or big.

FOLdING 
STRuCTuRES:

2x3 CURVE Folding Structure 2x3 FLAT Folding Structure

Deep Crystal® laminating film

Stoplight® 320 backing film

Inkjet paper

Modular Exhibit System

ExhIbITS & events
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3910736400

fabricwall
SPECIFICATIONS
FabricWall, lightweight aluminum construction with Velcro hubs. 
Graphic panel and case not included.

Base material: Grey painted aluminum
Graphic panel: Dye-sublimation on wrinkle resistant fabric
Packaging: Carton box or optional case

39114 2x3 squares, 59” x 88 5/8” (150 x 225 cm), 11 lbs. (5 kg)
39116 3x3 squares, 88 5/8” x 88 5/8” (225 x 225 cm), 16 lbs. (7.3 kg)
39118 4x3 squares, 118” x 88 5/8” (300 x 225 cm), 21 lbs. (9.6 kg)
39120 4x4 squares, 118” x 118” (300 x 300 cm), 26 lbs. (11.8 k g)

(4x4 requires 2 Support Feet # 39107)

double-sided and other sizes available upon request

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
36400 Halogen Spotlight, 200W, Quick Connect, Black, w. 10 feet

cord and 3-prong plug
39107 Support Foot

For SoftCase or TransportCase, please see pg. 87-88.

The FabricWall structure builds on a “Square” system. Each square is
29 1/2” x 29 1/2” (75 x 75 cm).Depth of frame is 11 3/4” (30 cm).

Select the size best suited for your needs.

FabricWall goes from folded to fabulous in 
10 seconds flat. Magnetic locks snap the 
structure into place. All you have to do is 
pull it up and watch your message burst 
open. Make it double-sided for maximum 
impact. The wrinkle-resistant graphic panel 
attaches to the structure with Velcro so you 
can swap graphics in a flash. Premium print 
quality guarantees vibrant visuals every 
time. And this super lightweight, super 
portable billboard-in-a-bag knocks down 
into a nylon duffel for easy transport. Make 
a big statement. Effortlessly.

mAGNETIC LOCKING SYSTEm:

3x3 squares with side panels

base with support foot

2x3 / 59”x88 5/8” 4x4 / 118”x118”3x3 / 88 5/8”x88 5/8” 4x3 / 118”x88 5/8”

ExhIbITS & events
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pak-n-go

39167

39169 39170

3916639165

39168

39164

SPECIFICATIONS
Complete set of parts for one wall in one case.
Consists of:
3 Base Plates
3 Telescopic Poles
2 Horizontal Bars
6 Clamps
1 Case
Graphic panel not included.

Weight: 20 lbs (9 kg)
Case: Transport carrying case
Construction: Aluminum in clear anodized, bars and poles. 
                          Base plates in  black painted aluminum. 
                          Clamps in black painted zinc.
height: Telescopic poles allow minimum 35.43” (90 cm) 
               maximum 88” (223 cm)
Graphic panel:  Fabric only

39160 Pak-n-Go, Straight, W.118”
39162 Pak-n-Go, Curved, W.118”

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
39171 Pak-n-Go, Graphical panel fabric.
39164 Oval bottom plate
39165 Set of 4 straight horizontal bars (one full length)
39166 Set of 4 curved horizontals (one full length)
39167 Clamp, attaching bar to pole
39168 Telescopic Pole
39169 Transport carrying case
39170 LED spotlight

 

108” (275 cm)

116” (295 cm)

118” (300 cm)

118” (300 cm)

17.3” (44 cm)

9” (23 cm
)

5
min

The search for the perfect backdrop is over. Pak-n-Go has alI you could ask for with its powerful 
design, easy assembly, professionally printed fabric graphics, ultra-compact size, ...all this and you 
carry it in a violin case! With Pak-n-Go you can conquer any event. Can be connected together to 
create a continuous long wall, putting the bar’s end magnets to work.

ExhIbITS & events

Base plate

Horizontal bar with connecting magnetic ends

23.6” (60 cm)

9.1” (23 cm)

3.5” (9 cm)

STRAIGhT CONFIGuRATION

CuRvEd CONFIGuRATION
3 Combinations showing how to use 
the same 4 horizontal bars in different  
ways to create alternative floor plans.
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88 5/8"
(225 cm)

88 5/8"
(225 cm)

100 3/8"
(255 cm)

122"
(310 cm)

28 3/8"
(72 cm)

37 13/16"
(96 cm)

100 3/8"
(255 cm)

122"
(310 cm)

3x3 SquARESFront Back Front Back4x3 SquARES

5
min

Primo pop-up

Make way for Primo PopUp, the 
best of the best in portable pop ups.
This branding wall has a lot of ‘curve 
appeal’ and lets you maximize your 
exposure with graphics on both 
sides. Featuring seamless graphics 
and new tension-corded magnetic 
bars, set up is as easy as 1-2-3.
Stir up some excitement with 
Primo PopUp, so simple it’s 
brilliant ~ just PopUp and present.

SPECIFICATIONS
Primo Pop-Up comes complete in transport case as a set that consist of:
Foldable structure, aluminum 
Panel strips for front and end panels
Magnetic bars
Bags for structure, strip and bars
2 x LED spotlight
Transport case
Graphic panel not included

43403 Primo 3 x 3, 100” x H. 88” 
            weight 42 lb (19 kg)
43404 Primo 4 x 3, 122” x H. 88” 
            weight  48 lb (22 kg)

43421 43422

4342443423

43425 43426

mAGNETIC LOCKING SYSTEm: 

The frame
is locked with
magnet Panel strip attaches 

graphics to magnet

The magnetic bar attaches 
to the frame

The magnetic
bar attaches
to the frame.

A.
C.

C.

A.

B.

B.

magnet

ExhIbITS & events

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
43410 Graphic panels front and ends
            each panel 26.5” x  88.1” (674 mm x 2238 mm) 
            complete with magnetic tape
43411 Graphic panel back side. Each panel 31.1” x  88.1” 
           (790 mm x 2238 mm) with magnetic tape
43421 Set of panel strips (for top, bottom and side panels)
43422 3-folded magnetic bar
43423 Transport Case 
43424 Foldable Counter top black (converts transport case to counter) 
43425 LED Spotlight 21W, black
43426 Monitor Holder for up to 30” monitor (customers to supply monitor)

Monitor 
Holder

(optional)
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Star 50308

stretchwall

SPECIFICATIONS
StretchWall, lightweight aluminum construction, painted grey. Incl. 
hubs with buttons. Graphic panels, shelf and case not included.

double-sided and other configurations available

Base material: Grey painted aluminum
Graphic panel: Dye-sublimation on Spandex fabric
Packaging: Carton box or optional case

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
36430 Shelf, Grey / Black
36400 Halogen Spotlight, 200W, Quick Connect, Black, 
            w. 10 feet cord and 3-prong plug
39107 Support Foot (on certain configurations only)

For SoftCase or Transport Case, please see pg. 87-88.

Stretch your imagination with this 
inventive, versatile display. Choose 
from a multitude of combinations, 
then let the fun begin. Arrange panels 
in novel ways, in 3D. Change your 
message by changing the panel. The 
button fastening system makes it 
easy to play around. StretchWall is 
accessory-friendly. Make it functional 
by adding a display shelf. Attach a 
spotlight to a configuration with a flat 
horizontal top.

SAmPLE CONFIGuRATIONS:

Tower 50103 Wall 50206 Pyramid 50502 Wall 50205 Star 50405

Pyramid 50501 Wall 50204 Triangle 50301

APPLICATION OPTIONS: FASTENING SYSTEm:

On certain configurations, 
you can add a spotlight or 
display shelf to make a multi-
functional display unit.

Stretch the graphic fabric and 
fasten it to the button-knob of 
the frame construction. One 
button-knob can hold up to 
four pieces of graphic fabric.

36430

36400 39107

ExhIbITS & events
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rounded corner

mitered corner

3251132501

3253132521

hEAdER:
Header, consists of PVC panel and 
horizontal bar. Panel(s) attach(es) to 
bar with Velcro tape.

Velcro tape

horizontal bar

fLOOR STANDSinfostand

SPECIFICATIONS
InfoStand, basic unit, single or double-sided, w. QuikFrame(s) 
and gliders. Aluminum in clear anodized or black painted.

Standard sizes (single-sided):
3328-* InfoStand w. 1 x QF 22” x 28”, rounded corner
3330-* InfoStand w. 1 x QF 24” x 36”, rounded corner
3336-* InfoStand w. 1 x QF 30” x 40”, rounded corner

3348-* InfoStand w. 1 x QF 22” x 28”,mitered corner
3340-* InfoStand w. 1 x QF 24” x 36”,mitered corner
3346-* InfoStand w. 1 x QF 30” x 40”,mitered corner

Standard sizes (double-sided):
3228-* InfoStand w. 2 x QF 22” x 28”, rounded corner
3230-* InfoStand w. 2 x QF 24” x 36”, rounded corner
3236-* InfoStand w. 2 x QF 30” x 40”, rounded corner

3248-* InfoStand w. 2 x QF 22” x 28”,mitered corner
3240-* InfoStand w. 2 x QF 24” x 36”,mitered corner
3246-* InfoStand w. 2 x QF 30” x 40”,mitered corner

* (Code-1) Clear Anodized, (Code-3) Black Painted

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
32501 Adjustable Feet, set of 4, incl. bushing
32511 Casters, set of 4 (2 w. brake), incl. bushing
32521 Header Panel. single-sided, incl. horizontal bar,

Grey or Black PVC (must be included in original order)
32522 Header Panel. double-sided, incl. horizontal bar,

Grey or Black PVC (must be included in original order)
32531 Double-sided brochure rack, incl. horizontal bar,

Grey wire w. 4 letter-size pockets
31581 Non-glare protection sheet, 22” x 28”
31621 Non-glare protection sheet, 24” x 36”
31641 Non-glare protection sheet, 30” x 40”

Let your message stand on its own. Turn any 
QuikFrame (pg.77-80) into a freestanding display. 
Present a graphic or create a bulletin board. 
Incorporate a whiteboard or a lightbox. Stand 
out. Customize the shape of the header and add 
your logo. Choose brochure baskets to get the 
word out. Opt for casters to move the message to 
the masses.The hollow construction is reinforced 
with anodized aluminum flanges so the unit is 
sturdy yet lightweight. So take a stand.

unfinished hardboard

31581

BASIC uNIT:

Pre-drilled hole for adj. 
foot or caster

Glider is standard.

ALTERNATIvE INFO AREA:
As standard with QuikFrame, 
but other options are available:
• Whiteboard
• Cork board
• Flip pad
• LightBox, etc.
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10
min

10
min

fLOOR STANDSposterStand1

Customize a self-supporting statement. Use a freestanding 
image display. The brochure holder of this well-built 
display makes sure your message gets into the right 
hands. QuikFrame (pg.77-80) or InFrame (pg.81-
82) make changing graphics a snap. Design its 
base to suit your corporate identity. This unit is 
no pushover. Its sturdy construction means it’ll 
stand and deliver.

Got more to say? This customized robust poster stand lets 
you display two graphics on each side. Its solid build 
means it’ll stay put. QuikFrame (pg. 77-80) or InFrame 
(pg. 81-82) make it easy to change visuals. Be creative 
with your header to brand your logo. Then put it 
anywhere customers might have to wait. Standing 
around just got a whole lot more interesting.

For safer transport, base plate and 
brochure holders need to be attached 
on site.

For safer transport, base plate and 
header need to be attached on site.

fLOOR STANDSposterStand2

SPECIFICATIONS
PosterStand 2 has a clean anodized aluminum frame with vinyl covered 
MDF base, white, grey or black. With QuikFrame(s) (pg. 77-80) or InFrame(s) 
(pg. 81-82). Curved or straight header panel in vinyl covered MDF, white, 
grey or black MDF. Single or double-sided.

60015 PosterStand 2, complete unit

PosterStand 2 will be fully customized to meet your special 
requirements.

Please contact us for more information.

SPECIFICATIONS
PosterStand 1 on sturdy steel bases painted silver grey. Semi-circular 
vertical posts and rectangular horizontal extrusions in clear anodized 
aluminum. With QuikFrame(s) (pg. 77-80) or InFrame(s) (pg. 81-82). 
Brochure holders in clear acrylic. Single or double-sided.

60010 PosterStand 1, complete unit

PosterStand 1 will be fully customized to meet your special 
requirements.

Please contact us for more information.
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20
min

82.5”
(209.6 cm)

68” (172.7 cm)
64.5” (163.8 cm)

68” (172.7 cm)

fLOOR STANDSplentywall
SPECIFICATIONS
PlentyWall, clear anodized aluminum, steel bases painted silver grey. 
Graphic panel not included, different options available.
47001 PlentyWall, curved 
47003 PlentyWall, straight

Combinable. Modular. Use PlentyWall as 
a backdrop or a room divider. Straight or 
curved, the quick and easy assembly of 
this display means less time prepping, 
more time selling. Display a full 
graphic panel, a header or several 
banners. Its height-adjustable 
horizontal bar makes it possible. 
Takes any graphic, from fabric to 
vinyl to inkjet. Want more flair? Use the 
accessory light to create drama or add a 
brochure shelf for greater functionality. 
There’s plenty of uses for PlentyWall.

ACCESSORIZE OR CuSTOmIZE  
YOuR PLENTYWALL
Start with the basic unit and dress it up with standard 
and customized accessories.
For more details, please see next page.

vARIATION OF PLENTYWALL:

straight PlentyWall
w. 3 solid panels

triple curve

wave-shaped with Decor Caps

STRAIGhT PLENTYWALL CuRvEd PLENTYWALL Velcro tape (Magnetic tape is an 
alternative depending on the panel 
materials.)

Graphic panel is attached directly 
onto horizontal bars with Velcro or 
magnetic tape.

 With Decor Caps
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plentywall fLOOR STANDS fLOOR STANDS

5
min

39045

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES

47100  Decor Cap, Round, Grey 
              3 3/4” (9.5 cm) diam. x 2 5/16” (6 cm) H   

47019 Vertical Post, Straight, 78 3/4” (200 cm)   

47011 Horizontal bar, Curved, 68” (172.7 cm)   

47013 Horizontal bar, Straight, 68” (172.7 cm)   

47103 Base Plate, Steel, Silver painted, Sandtex finish, 
            for Straight PlentyWall, 22” L. x 10” W x 1/4” H 
            (56 cm L x 25.4 cm W x 0.6 cm H)   

47105 Base Plate, Steel, Silver painted, Sandtex finish, 
            for Curved PlentyWall, 18” L x 9” W x 1/4” H 
            (45.7 cm L x 23 cm W x 0.6 cm H )   

47109 Halogen Spotlight, 50 W, Chrome, w. clip and 
            spigot  fitting into vertical post or pre-drilled hole 
            in top horizontal bar. Incl. 8.8 feet cord and transformer  
 

47127 Side Panel, Curved, Frosted Clear Acrylic, 
            incl. top & bottom holders, 15 3/8” W x 74 11/16” H 
            (39 cm W x 189.7 cm H)   

47129 Side Panel,Angled, Frosted Clear Acrylic, 
            incl. top & bottom holders, 11 1/2” W x 71 13/16” H 
            (29.2 cm W x 182.4 cm H)   

47130 Table, Oval, laminate w. brush aluminum appearance, 
            19 1/8” L x 14” W (48.3 cm L x 35.6 cm W), incl. bracket 
            and leg, attached to existing base plate 
            (indicate desired total height from floor)   

47132 Shelf, Round, laminate w. brush aluminum appearance, 
            3 3/4” (9.5 cm) diam., incl. fully vertically 
            adjustable bracket, using an Allen Key   

47134 Brochure Holder, Clear Acrylic, attached with screws 
            8 3/4” W x 9 3/4” H x 1 11/16” D 
            (22.2 cm W x 24.8 cm H x 4.3 cm D)   

47136 Brochure Holder, Clear Acrylic, attached with screws 
            4 1/4” W x 6 1/2” H x 1 11/16” D 
            (10.8 cm W x 16.5 cm H x 4.3 cm D)

4701947100

4701347011

47103 / 47105

47127

47134

47136

47132

47129

47109

47130

Customized sizes and colors are available.

SPECIFICATIONS
Aluminum frame. single or double sided. 
Graphic panels not included.
Frame: Aluminum, clear anodized 
Graphic panel: Laminated or non laminated substrate
Width: Maximum 60” (152 cm)
height: Maximum 84” (213 cm)
delivery: Partly assembled

43240 With curved foot, Chrome
43242 With straight foot, Aluminum, 
           Clear Anodized or Black

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
39045 Halogen Spotlight, 50W, Chrome, w. bracket,
            8.8 feet cord and transformer
43225 Curved foot, Chrome
43226 Straight foot, Aluminum, Clear Anodized or Black
            painted

GRAPhIC ASSEmBLY:
Graphic panel is
attached to the frame 
with Velcro tape.

CuSTOmIZEd SIZES 

AvAILABLE FOOT OPTIONS

Clear anodized or Black Chrome

43225 43226

straightwall
You can keep it on the straight 
and narrow - with StraightWall you 
get a large lightweight backdrop 
for maximum visual impact with 
minimal floor space requirement. 
StraightWall ships part - assembled 
so set up couldn’t be easier.
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stocker pedestals & stockers

SPECIFICATIONS
Aluminum construction skinned with acrylic panels
Single and double sided. 
Vinyl graphics not included.
Frame: Aluminum, clear anodized
Panel and shelves: Acrylic, black or white. 
                                   Attached by magnetic tape.
Base: Aluminum, clear anodized or black painted

Delivered fully assembled.

43450 Stocker, single sided with 4 shelves.   
            Acrylic  16” x 16” x H. 40”  
            (40 cm x 40 cm x H. 102 cm)
43452 Stocker, double sided with 4 + 4 shelves. 
            Acrylic 16” x 30” x H. 40”  
            (40 cm x 76 cm x H. 102 cm)

Other colors and sizes available upon request

Single-sided Double-sided

1
min

Originality is key in making an outstanding and memorable 
display. With Stocker you get practicality with a luxurious 
look that is all your own. Brand it and customize it for color, 
size and quantity of shelves. Panels can be changed for 
future campaigns. Be different, be original and be noticed 
with Stocker. Available in single or double sided.

Acrylic panels and shelves
attached to the frame by magnetic tape.

fLOOR STANDS

1
min

SPECIFICATIONS
Aluminum construction skinned with double sided graphic panels 
attached with magnets. Graphic panel not included.
Frame: Aluminum, clear anodized
Base: Customized shape, optional materials
Graphic panel: Laminated substrate, attached with magnet tape
Delivered fully assembled. 

43250 HingeStand

Stand tall and be prominent with our elliptical 
shaped totem display called HingeStand. 
Constructed with our entirely unique aluminum 
HingeLine system, you can specify the display’s 
height and curve for  a  completely customized 
look. HingeStand helps you to rise above the 
competition.

GRAPhIC ASSEmBLY:
Graphic panel
attached to the frame by 
magnetic tape

hingeStand

dIFFERENT CONFIGuRATIONS
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pedestals pedestals & stockers

Designed exclusively to help you showcase 
and sell your high value brands, Accenta’s 
customized Pedestals will get your product 
noticed. This inventive display is totally cus-
tomizable. You can modify the Pedestals to 
feature your product of choice, depending on 
your retail display or event requirements and 
change up graphics for your next campaign. 
Custom sizing and unique design  also allow 
for maximizing sales per sq ft at your 
retail sales channel.

SPECIFICATIONS
Light weight foldable aluminum construction in our HingeLine 
system, (see pg 94), skinned with panels of PVC or acrylic. 
Can be fitted with a clear acrylic showcase on top of the 
pedestals. To achieve special designs ( i.e. showcases side 
ways) a tubular aluminum system is available. Fully customized 
for design, sizes, materials graphics etc.
 
Ask us for the separate pedestal  brochure.

51150 Pedestal fully customized 

GRAPhIC ASSEmBLY:
Graphic panels
attached to the frame 
with magnetic strips
and marked with labels for 
easy assembly 

IN-FILL PANEL 
Clear acrylic, top shelf loose, 
part of foldable construction, 
size optional.

ACRYLIC BOx 
Clear, separate, open bottom, 
not collapsible, size optional.

Different configurations

Combined with StraightWall

Folding structure ship in a flat 
box for lower freight cost and 
minimum storage space 

OPTIONAL ShOWCASES, TOP.
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Adpodium
When style, individuality and budget are utmost in a portable, lightweight 
display - AdPodium delivers. Customize the sturdy corrugated base with 
your graphics or logo, include the optional acrylic showcase on top and 
with less than a minute for set up AdPodium helps makes marketing 
more manageable. AdPodium ships flat and is re-usable and recyclable, 
making it one of the most cost competitive promotional displays on the 
market.

SPECIFICATIONS
Cardboard, with interior cross support. 
Graphics not included.

45590 AdPodium, pyramid style
45591 AdPodium, flared style

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
Showcase box in clear acrylic available upon request.

Customized sizes and shapes as well as brochure 
holders available upon request. 

10.5” 
(27 cm)

14” 
(35.6 cm)

40” 
(102 cm)

pedestals & stockers

A wide range of customized 
corrugated displays are 
available upon request.

Pyramid Flared
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towers Swivelpedestals & stockers pedestals & stockers

SPECIFICATIONS
Display towers with alternative panel materials. 2 shelves included.
Graphic print not included

Structure: 3/4” (20mm) square aluminum tubes, clear anodized
                   or black painted aluminum, connectors in black or grey plastic
Shelves: 5/16” (8 mm) Vinyl covered MDF board In grey black or white
Graphic Panels: PVC with magnetic tape or fabric with velcro tape 

Delivered with horizontal frames pre-assembled. 
Detailed assembly instruction included. 
Plastic mallet required.

32820 Tower, 20” x 20” x H.62”(50 cm x 50 cm x H.157 cm) CA w. Fabric wraps
32822 Tower, 20” x 20” x H.62”(50 cm x 50 cm x H.157 cm) CA w. PVC panels 
32824 Tower, 20” x 20” x H.62”(50 cm x 50 cm x H.157 cm) Black w. Fabric wraps
32826 Tower, 20” x 20” x H.62”(50 cm x 50 cm x H.157 cm) Black w. PVC panels

Special sizes and materials available upon  request. 
Note: Indicate on your order if the Tower should be disassembled/assembled later 
to be more portable.

SPECIFICATIONS
3600 swivel display with slotwalls and QuikFrames (see pg.77-80)
Graphics and accessories not included.
Structure: Aluminum, clear anodized 
Base: Silver grey painted steel.
Panels: 2 opposite sides with slotwall panels 
              (grey, white or black) and 2 opposite sides 
               with QuikFrame poster holder for poster 
              size 13” x47.5” (330 mm x 1205 mm)
32800 Swivel, 14.75” x 14.75” x H. 50” 
            (37.5 cm x 37.5 cm x 127 cm)

Other panel materials, colours and sizes available upon request
Brochure holders can be mounted directly on flat panel.

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
32811 Showcase in clear acrylic with lockable door 
            standard height 14” (35.5 mm)
32812 Brochure holder for slotwall, letter size
32814 Brochure holder for slotwall, w4” 
            for 3 folded letter size
32818 Safety hook 4” ( 10 cm) chrome
32819 Safety hook 6” (15 cm) chrome

PvC 
PANELS

FABRIC 
WRAPS

20”
(50.8 cm)

15 1/2”
(39.4 cm)

10”
(25.4 cm)

15 1/2”
(39.4 cm)

2”
(5cm)

20”
(50.8 cm)

WRAPS PANELS

Pressed for display space? The tower is not only 
modular and fully customizable but also cost effective 
and has a small footprint. Change up your display for 
each new season or promotional item by switching 
the easily-replaced graphic panels. This unit 
functions beautifully as a point-of-sale display and 
because it’s lightweight and transportable Tower’s 
logical construction also lets you take it along to 
demonstrations and exhibitions. Leave them with a 
prestigious impression they won’t soon forget with 
the re-brandable Tower.

360O Swivel base
c-spring clips snap open 
on all four sides for swift 
and effortless graphic 
changes

Turn heads with Swivel - a versatile, multi-purpose 
rotating merchandising unit. Perfect for displaying 
different items at once. With its four sides of 
varying display panels (ie: slotwall, pegboard, 
QuikFrame) and a brandable, lockable top 
showcase - take Swivel for a spin and really 
show them everything you’ve got!

1
min

30
SEC

3281432811 32812

Can be delivered fully assembled. 

32818/32819
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30
SEC

16” 
(40.6 cm)

1 1/4” 
(3.2 cm)

44”
(111.8 cm)

55”
(139.7 cm)

24” 
(61 cm)

40 1/2”
(102.9 cm)

24”
(61 cm)

24”
(61 cm)

1 1/4” 
(3.2 cm)

16” 
(40.6 cm)

24” 
(61 cm)

40” 
(101.6 cm)

24 1/2”
(62.2 cm)

16”
(40.6 cm)

1 1/4” 
(3.2 cm)

16”
(40.6 cm)

folded

podiums & demo stands

SPECIFICATIONS
Complete aluminum construction built in our HingeLine 
System for easy folding. Incl. top shelf and in-fill panels.

Frame: Aluminum clear anodized
Panels: PVC 1/8” (3mm) white, grey, black
Top Shelf: MDF 5/8” (16mm) vinyl covered, 
                   white, grey, black

Our series of Podiums are built in the HingeLine System (see pg.94) that can be folded flat for easy 
transportation and storage. They are the perfect solution for both temporary and permanent displays. 
As a standard, Podiums come with top shelf and in-fill panels in vinyl covered board, but a wide variety 
of materials and colors including graphic panels are available upon request.

GRAPhIC PANELS:
Attach graphic panel on front of 
the extrusion with magnetic tape.

IN-FILL
In-fill panel (max. thickness 1/4” / 6 mm) 
goes into the track of the extrusion.

Use Allen Key to 
change panels.

top view

top view

top view

folded

folded

Opens 0º-180º

52015 Hinge Podium, 16”x 16”x H.40” 
(40.6 x 101.6 x 40.6 cm), incl. top shelf

52005 Hinge Podium, 24”x 24”x H.24” 
(61 x 40.6 x 61 cm), incl. top shelf

52010 Hinge Podium, 24”x 24” H.24” 
(61x 61 x 61 cm), incl. top shelf

52001 Hinge Podium, 44”x 24” x H.16” 
(111.8 x 40.6 x 61 cm), incl. oval top shelf

hingepodiums
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back

front

64”
(162.5 cm)

With customize backlit section  

podiums & demo stands

SPECIFICATIONS
RoundUp, set of top and bottom plates in light grey, w. magnetic tape 
attached. Other colours available. Panel wrap not included.

45610 Set of Top & Bottom Plates, Light Grey, diam. 22” (56 cm)

Plate material: ABS plastic
Wrap: Various graphic panel options, Frontrunner, or transparent 
panel. Attached with magnetic strips on top & bottom edges and 
Velcro tape to connect wrap vertically. The standard thickness is 
0.03”, but varies depending on application.
Packaging: Nylon bag or carton box with carrying handle for plates 
and carton box for panel wrap.

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
45611 Bottom Plate, Light Grey, diam. 22” (56 cm)
45612 Top Plate, Light Grey, diam. 22” (56 cm)
45613 Middle Plate, Light Grey, diam. 22” (56 cm)
46115 FrontrunnerWrap, Black (indicate height,max. 48” / 122 cm)
45625 Transparent PanelWrap incl. bottom shelf (Grey / Black)

(indicate height,max. 48” / 122 cm)
45617 Nylon Bag, Padded, Black

Make your message come full circle with RoundUp. Use it as a podium, column, or even a showcase. 
Make it tall or stout. It is strong enough to be used as a display base. The wrap attach to the robust 
plates with magnetic tape. It’s as quick to assemble as it is easy to exchange panels. Add the optional 
middle plates to change and elevate the set-up configuration when the need arises. Change its look and 
function each time you’ve got something new to say. RoundUp is a tool you can use all year round.

PACKAGING: Carton boxes

carton box for wrap

carrying box for 
plates

The two vertical ends of the 
wrap join with Velcro tape

The wrap is vertically connected with Velcro tape and 
attached to the plates with magnetic tape.

magnetic tape

magnetic tape

top & bottom plates diam. 
22” (56 cm)

graphic panel diam. 
20” (51 cm)

 WRAP (back)

Velcro tape 
(on the front 
of the wrap)

Velcro tape

45611

45612

45613

46115

45625

45617

roundup

Top Plate

Middle Plate

Bottom Plate

PLATES:ABS plastic
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podiums & demo standsdemostand2
SPECIFICATIONS
Complete DemoStand 2 unit in polypropylene with built-in “hinges” for easy folding. Vacuum formed super 
high impact polystyrene top. Incl. Header board, inside shelf and a black padded nylon carrying case. 
Graphic panels not included.

Weight: 31 lbs. (14 kg)
material: Polypropylene and polystyrene
Packaging: Padded nylon carrying bag

51140 DemoStand 2, white 34”¾” x 88”¼” x H. 18”¼”(88 cm x 46 cm x H 224cm)

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
51142 Full color graphical panel on header board
51144 Full color graphical panel on front and 2 sides  

Demonstrate, sample, present or inform with the 
easily assembled, multi-functional DemoStand 2. 
It can be customized with your graphics on the 
curved front panel, sides and spacious header. It 
has a large, resilient tabletop and a durable inside 
shelf which allow for plenty of storage. DemoStand 
2 folds flat, is lightweight and portable and comes 
with a carrying case for marketing on the move.

uNIT ANd hEAdER

FRONT

TOP

ShELF32.9”
(83.6 cm)

32.8”
(83.4 cm)

85.55”
(217.3 cm)

13.58”
(34.5 cm)

36.41”
(92.5 cm)

35.55”
(90.3 cm)

35.55”
(90.3 cm)

32.80”
(83.3 cm)

1.18”
(3 cm)

1.60”
(4 cm)

33”
(83.8 cm)

28.11”
(71.4 cm)

SIdE

35.55”
(90.3 cm)

23.3”
(58.5 cm)

1.18”
(3 cm)

1.60”
(4 cm)

1.10”
(2.8 cm)

12.60”
(32 cm)
17.32”
(44 cm)

33”
(83.8 cm)

32.91”
(83.6 cm)

29”
(73.8 cm)

19.30”
(49 cm)

17.32”
(44 cm)

17.51”
(44.5 cm)

o27

Easy Lock System:
The indented tabs on the sides 
of the bottom plates lock into 
the slots of the side panels.

inside shelf

side panel
tab

tab
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countershingecounter

SPECIFICATIONS
Foldable aluminum construction, incl. top shelf in white, 
grey or black vinyl covered board. Build in our HingeLine 
system( see pg. 94). Panels and inside shelf not included.

Construction: Aluminum, clear anodized
Top shelf: MDF 5/8” (16mm) vinyl covered, 
                   white, grey,   black

52050 HingeCounter, 36”W x 38” H x 20” D
(91.4W x 96.5 H x 50.8 D cm)

52040 HingeCounter, 48”W x 38” H x 23” D
(121.9W x 96.5 H x 58.4 D cm)

The foldable hinge construction makes this 
counter quick to set up and take down. 
Besides being practical, the HingeCounter is 
the perfect branding and promotional tool. We 
show you our 2 standard designs, but the many 
possibilities of customizing is guaranteed to 
make it fit your needs. Choose in-fill panel or 
the all-covering graphic panel attached with 
magnetic tape.

Use Allen Key to 
change panels.

Opens 0º-180º

CuSTOmIZE SIZE, ShAPE & CONFIGuRATION (ExAmPLES):

PRESENTATION 
ShELF:
Not attached, other 
shapes available

INSIdE 
ShELF:
Ordered with the
original purchase

ThRu-ShELF:
Gives character as
well as inside-shelf

RECEPTION 
TOP:
Other shapes 
available

A

B

48”
(121.9 cm)

23” 
(58.4 cm)

38” 
(96.5 cm)

8” 
(20.3 cm)

54”
(137.2 cm)

20” 
(50.8 cm)

36”
(91.4 cm)

38” 
(96.5 cm)

38” 
(96.5 cm)

36”
(91.4 cm)

20” 
(50.8 cm)

31 3/8”
(79.7 cm)

5” 
(12.7 cm)

9 3/4” 
(24.8 cm)

36”
(91.4 cm)

folded

folded

top
view

top
view

PANEL OPTIONS:
A. Attach graphic panel on front of the extrusion with magnetic tape.
B. In-fill panel goes into the track of the extrusion. Thickness depends on application (max. 1/4” / 6 mm)
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fabricCounter

SPECIFICATIONS
Lightweight aluminum construction with Velcro strips.
Including one inside plastic shelf and a top shelf in 
Black paint. Delivered in a black nylon carrying bag
Graphical panel not included

Weight:  33 lb (15 kg)
Construction: Clear anodized aluminum
Graphic panel: Fabric
Packaging: Nylon bag

39350 FabricCounter 15.75” x 41.75” x H. 40” 
            (40 cm x 106  cm x H. 102 cm)

Turn the tables with FabriCounter. This easy to 
set-up, compact display does double duty: as 
a table-top display and a counter. The frame 
snaps together in an instant with magnetic 
locks. Velcro tape makes switching the 
wrinkleresistant fabric graphic panel quick and 
easy. Need to make a bigger statement? Join 
units side-by-side to create a counter-table. 
However you configure it, this simple display 
tool gets your message on the table.

CLIPS LOCKING SYSTEm:

The fabric is attached to the
frame by Velcro tape.

Velcro strips attaches to 
the front and the back 
frame

Velcro tape attaches to 
the fabric

With FabricWall                    

APPLICATIONS:
Place the FabriCounter on top of a table to make 
it a table-top display.

39349

Inside shelf

counters

With PopUp

COmBINATIONS WITh OThER PROduCTS:

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
39349 Top shelf, black painted
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PopUpcounter

3
min

This  PopUp Counter is based on our PopUp 
design and structure. With the magnetic system, 
it’s easy to set up. The unit comes with a hinged 
counter top, inside shelves, a carrying case 
for hardware, and a tube case for laminated 
graphic. Graphic panel is not included.

PopUp Counter is ideal to combine with 
Supreme system, as a booth with our Pop Up 
displays, FabricWall or simply as a counter. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Lightweight aluminum construction, magnetic bars, bottom and middle inside shelves, 
foldable black top shelf and nylon carrying bag. 
Graphic panels not included
 
Weight: 35lbs (16 kg)
Construction: Aluminum
Top shelf: Board, black
Inside shelves: Board, light wood grain

61010 PopUp Counter, 50” W x 38 1/4” H x 14 1/4” 
            D (127 W x 97.2 H x 36.2 D cm)

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
61012 Graphic panel with magnetic tape
61014 Top shelf, black, foldable

Magnetic system for easy setup magnetic bars are is easily 
 attached to the frame.

Hinged counter top can be folded 
 in half for easy transportation.

38.26” (97.20 cm
)

47.5” (120.6 cm)

51” (130 cm) 19” (48.17cm)

15.4” (39.17cm)

counters

COmBINATIONS WITh 
OThER PROduCTS:

With Pedestal With Supreme
structure

61012 61014
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screenshingescreen

Our new series of table top and floor

screens make it effortless to arrange

a great looking exhibit or dividing wall.

Choose from our standard collection or

customize to your specifications. Panels

may be single or double sided. All units

fold together flat with features such as

lightweight construction and simplicity.

These displays present themselves as

serious portable contenders.

Panels Options:
Graphic Panel
Attach graphic panel on
front of the extrusion with
magnetic tape.

In-Fill Panel
In-fill panel (max. thickness
1/4” / 6 mm) goes into the
track of the extrusion.

uSE ALLEN KEY 
TO ChANGE 
PANELS

OPENS 0O - 180O

For special attention, 2-panel
unit combined with high

Podium

Semi-transparent panels to
separate without blocking

the view.

Back-drop on exhibits combined
with sign panel and HingeCounter

Play with effects, use wood,
metal, perforated materials,

graphic prints, etc.

CuSTOmIZE SIZE, CONFIGuRATION & PANEL mATERIALS:

36”
(91.4 cm)

1 1/4” 
(3.2 cm)

37 1/4”
(94.6 cm)

1 7/8” 
(4.8 cm)

24 1/2”
(62.2 cm)

72”
(182.9 cm)

3” 
(7.6 cm)

24 1/2”
(62.2 cm)

72”
(182.9 cm)

SPECIFICATIONS
Foldable aluminum construction built 
in our HingeLine System (see pg.94). 
Panels not included. 
Frame: Aluminum clear anodized
Panels: Optional

Configuration Examples:
0º-180º hinge action

Configuration Examples:
0º-180º hinge action

Configuration Examples:
0º-180º hinge action

52020  Table Top, 3-folded,
36” (91.4 cm) H

52025  Floor Screen, 3-folded,
72” (182.9 cm) H

52030  Floor Screen, 4-folded
72” (182.9 cm) H
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wall

39045

rounded corner

mitered corner

single-sided frame with 
eyelet hook

double-sided frame with 
eyelet hook

wall

Z-bar

Z-bar
In-
Frame

fRAMES & hANGING SYSTEMSQuikframe
SPECIFICATIONS
QuikFrame with mitered or rounded corners. Aluminum 
in clear anodized or black painted. Incl. unfinished 
hardboard back panel.

Standard sizes:
3008-* 8 1/2” x 11” poster size,mitered corner
3011-* 11” x 17” poster size, mitered corner
3020-* 20” x 24” poster size, mitered corner
3022-* 22” x 28” poster size, mitered corner
3025-* 24” x 36” poster size, mitered corner
3030-* 30” x 40” poster size, mitered corner
3036-* 36” x 48” poster size, mitered corner

3108-* 8 1/2” x 11” poster size, rounded corner
3111-* 11” x 17” poster size, rounded corner
3120-* 20” x 24” poster size, rounded corner
3122-* 22” x 28” poster size, rounded corner
3125-* 24” x 36” poster size, rounded corner
3130-* 30” x 40” poster size, rounded corner
3136-* 36” x 48” poster size, rounded corner

* (Code-1) Clear Anodized, (Code-3) Black Painted

Customized sizes and finishes available
double-sided is 2 frames connected back-to-back.

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
34010 Easel for size 8 1/2” x 11” only
34020 Eyelet Hook, per piece
34030 Slatwall Hook, per piece
34040 Z-bar for wall hanging (indicate poster width)
31501 Non-glare protection sheet, 8 1/2” x 11”
31511 Non-glare protection sheet, 11” x 17”
31561 Non-glare protection sheet, 20” x 24”
31581 Non-glare protection sheet, 22” x 28”
31621 Non-glare protection sheet, 24” x 36”
31641 Non-glare protection sheet, 30” x 40”
31661 Non-glare protection sheet, 36” x 48”
39045 Halogen Spotlight, 50W, Chrome, w.

bracket, 8.8 feet cord and transformer

It’s an open and shut case. 
QuikFrame’s c-spring clips 
snap open on all four sides for 
swift and effortless graphic 
changes. Hang it or attach it to 
a freestanding display. There are 
many options with QuikFrame. 
Pick a size. Choose a rounded 
or mitered corner. You can 
customize it to your dimensions 
and choose a special finish or 
colour. Double-side it for twice 
the impact. It’s so very versatile.
Wherever there’s a poster, 
there’s a need for QuikFrame.

Spotlight with 
bracket to be 
attached on 
the backside 
of QuikFrame.

STANdARd FRAmE WITh BACK PANEL: OPTIONAL BOTTOm FLAT WALL 
ExTRuSION W/O BACK PANEL 
(ONLY FOR mITEREd CORNERS)

non-glare film

non-glare film
graphic

graphicback panel

wall

3/8”
(0.1cm)

3/8”
(0.1cm)

7/8”
(0.22 cm)

7/8”
(0.22 cm)

Standard finishes and colours for mitered or rounded corners:

Satin
Chrome

Polished
Chrome

Black
Painted

Clear Anodized

Black Painted

unfinished hardboard Other finishes and colours can be customized.

3403034010

34020

3404031501-31661
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fRAMES & hANGING SYSTEMSQuikframe
QuikFrame. Endless combinations and uses. Mount it
on walls, windows, even vehicles. Spark some interest.
Use it with a lightbox. Precision-punched holes on the
back of the frame line up perfectly so connecting two
frames for double-sided display is easy. Look around
for inspiration. This frame integrates seamlessly with
a multitude of display tools. With such versatility,
QuikFrame has many sides.

multi-frame

with customized base 

on InfoStand on PosterStand 1

on customized display

on wheel stand on Posterstand 2

as hanging sign

on LightBox

on wall

on Tower

A-frame
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39045

fRAMES & hANGING SYSTEMSInframe
SPECIFICATIONS
InFrame with mitered corners, clear anodized aluminum,
and unfinished hardboard back panel.

Standard sizes:
32001 11” x 17” poster size, mitered corner
32003 20” x 24” poster size, mitered corner
32005 22” x 28” poster size, mitered corner
32007 24” x 36” poster size, mitered corner
32009 30” x 40” poster size, mitered corner
32011 36” x 48” poster size, mitered corner

Customized sizes and other colours available
double-sided is 2 frames connected back-to-back.

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
34020 Eyelet Hook, per piece.
34030 Slatwall Hook, per piece.
34040 Z-bar for wall hanging (indicate poster width)
31511 Non-glare protection sheet, 11” x 17”
31561 Non-glare protection sheet, 20” x 24”
31581 Non-glare protection sheet, 22” x 28”
31621 Non-glare protection sheet, 24” x 36”
31641 Non-glare protection sheet, 30” x 40”
31661 Non-glare protection sheet, 36” x 48”
39045 Halogen Spotlight, 50W, Chrome, w.

bracket, 8.8 feet cord and transformer

InFrame accepts slide-in graphics in a multitude of substrates, incl. laminate in 
wood grain and other patterns. Slide-in graphics are 2” (5.1 cm) in width and a 
thickness of 0.05” (1 mm).

Innovative and customizable, this tool 
emphasizes your brand message, all the 
way around. Its patented design allows 
you to easily slide your message into 
the frame edges and change it as 
often as you wish. Use it to update 
information or reinforce your brand 
identity. Go with a custom finish in 
wood or metal for a stylish, detailed 
look. The snapframe mechanism 
holds the center graphic firmly in place 
until you are ready to swap it. Use it 
single-sided or double it up for twice 
the impact. InFrame. A new frame of 
reference in poster displays.

Spotlight with 
bracket to be 
attached on 
the backside 
of QuikFrame.

FRAmE CLOSEd:

1 1/4”
(3.2 cm)

7/8”
(0.22 cm)

3403031501-31661

34020

34040

single-sided frame with 
eyelet hook

double-sided frame with 
eyelet hook

InFrame can be as widely applied as quikFrame. 
For more applications, please see pg. 77-80.

wall

Z-bar

Z-bar
In-
Frame

front frame

back panel

graphic
non-glare
protection 
sheet (optional)

slide-in
graphic

spring

slide in the graphic

slide in the 
graphic

spring spring

back frame

back frame

back panel
& graphic

back panel
& graphic
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38501

38521

38522

38531

mounting to wall
with hardware

attach to glass
with suction cups

attach to any 
background with 

hanging Velcro or tape

fRAMES & hANGING SYSTEMSexstream

SPECIFICATIONS
ExStream, top & bottom aluminum snap-profiles, 
including 4 endcaps & 2 hooks. Each profile consists 
of one front and one back extrusion. Recommended 
max. thickness of print media is 0.025”.

Standard sizes:
38541 Clear Anodized, 24” (61 cm) L
38551 Clear Anodized, 36” (91 cm) L
38561 Clear Anodized, 48” (122 cm) L

Customized sizes available

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
38501 Snap-profile Set (front & back extrusions), Clear

Anodized, max. 132” (335 cm) L
38521 Endcap, Left, Grey Plastic
38522 Endcap, Right, Grey Plastic
38531 Hanging Hook, Grey Plastic

It’s a simple concept that works. And works and works. It lets you hang your graphics virtually anywhere. 
Display graphics printed on fabric, paper, vinyl and more. Its strong snap hangers work especially well 
with fabric graphics. Insert hanging hooks to suspend your visuals from the ceiling. Use suction cups 
for a window display. Or use Velcro to make your message stick. Hang graphics of any length or width.

Hang it high, hang it low, make it wide, make it thin. It’s easy to hang with ExStream.

Insert the hanging hooks into top 
track, and close ends with end caps.

front

back

APPLICATIONS:

hanging
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ThinLite1 ThinLite2

using state of the art technology, the slim frame separates 
ThinLite from the traditional bulky lightboxes.

SINGLE-SIdEd dOuBLE-SIdEd

ThinLite is illuminated with low power LEd strip, which is installed on the side(s) of the 
acrylic panel, allowing the light to spread evenly throughout the surface.

With our stainless steel C-spring clips, snap-frame fronts allow you to change your 
message over and over, while firmly holding your graphic in place.

Mitered snap frame
w. C-spring clips

Graphic

Clear protection
film(optional)

(side view) (side view)

Two wall hangers are standard 
in each product. Moving hangers 
let the mounting in portrait and 
landscape position

The unique frame extrusion offers 
a wide range of mounting or 
hanging options.Snap open frame for 

easy poster change

Clear anodized aluminum
(Standard)

Light distribution 
 acrylic panel

5/8”(1.6 cm) 3/4”(1.9 cm)

1 1/4”(3.2 cm) 1 3/4”(4.4 cm)

0.
74

” 
(2

 c
m

)

1” (2.5 cm)

Protection film

Poster

Acrylic

light panels light panels

Illuminate your promotions with the innovative 
LED technology of cost competitive ThinLite 2.
This low voltage, environmentally friendly unit 
with snap open frame features the slimest profile 
available and assures best quality even lighting.
Practical, reliable and basically maintenance 
free - the benefits far outway the expense of this 
premium, eye-catchy backlit frame.

Shed some light on the subject with ThinLite1 - the LED 
light with even illumination. Stainless steel C-spring clips 
and snap-open frame allow you to change messages over 
and over while firmly holding your graphic in place. Low 
power LED strips are installed on the side(s) for even light 
distribution so you’ll get a brilliant looking display every 
time. When you choose ThinLite1 you get maintenance 
free, high efficiency and eco-friendly = good investment!

SPECIFICATIONS
Super thin light box, only ¾” (19 mm) deep frame in clear 
anodized aluminum, front of snap-frame that opens up on all 
4 sides for easy change of graphics. Built - in on/off switch 
and supplied with a 10’ cord (3 meter) Comes with wall 
hangers for portrait or landscape hanging.

32701 Poster size 11” x 17” (280 mm x 432 mm) 
32703 Poster size 22” x 28” (559 mm x 711 mm)
32705 Poster size 24” x 36” (610 mm x 915 mm)
32707 Poster size 30” x 40” (762 mm x 1016 mm)

Note: Sizes given are the poster’s cut size, the outside 
dimension is 1”1/4” (32 mm) larger and the visual poster is 
3/4” (20 mm) smaller than the poster cut size.

Customized sizes available on request

SPECIFICATIONS
Thin LED light box, only 1” ¼(32 mm) thick 
Frame in clear anodized aluminum, front of snap-frame type 
(QuikFrame or InFrame) that opens up on all 4 sides for easy 
change of graphics.
Single or Double sided. 
Size and color as per request
Supplied with a cord, length and location as requested
Wall or Ceiling hangers mounted on request

32710 ThinLite1, customized 

Note: Sizes given should be the poster’s cut size. The 
outside dimension with QuikFrame front  is 1”3/4” (44 mm) 
larger and the visual poster is 3/4” (20 mm) smaller than the 
poster cut size. With InFrame front the outside dimension is 
2”½” than the posters cut size and the visual poster is 2”½” 
smaller than the posters cut size

With QuikFrame (see pg.77-80) or InFrame (see pg.81-82)

On/Off
switch
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SPECIFICATIONS
Podded black nylon with wheels and carrying straps
36308 SoftCase, 38’’ L x 14’’W x 10’’ H (96.5 cm L x 35.6 cmW x 25.4 cm H)

Other models & sizes available on request

o.d. 38" (96.5 cm)

 o.d. 14"
(35.6 cm)

o.d. 10"
(25.4 cm)

24 7/8" (632 mm)

13/16"
(20 mm)

30 3/4"
(781 mm)

23 1/4" (591 mm)

8 1/4"
(210 mm)

o.d. 23 1/4" (59 cm)
i.d. 22 7/16" (57 cm)

o.d. 15 1/8" (38 cm)
i.d. 14 3/4" (37 cm)

o.d.
39"
(99 cm)

i.d.
37 3/4"
(96 cm)

cases cases

Deluxe transport case with rugged good looks is now 
available with protected recessed wheels, snap-locks 
and handles. Both lid and sides have handles for better 
mobility. This case offers the best protection yet, with 
partition inside to create separate compartments.

Can be optionally fitted with inset graphics or logos for 
heightened branding of your company or product as 
you travel with your displays. 

softcase

SOFTCASE IS NOT A TRANSPORT CASE

transportcase

SPECIFICATIONS
Multi-purpose TransportCase in sturdy roto-molded
plastic incl. casters, handle and lockable linklocks.
46100 TransportCase, Large
46112 TransportCase, Low
46114 TransportCase, High

OPTIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
46110 Counter Top for TransportCase 46100, black
46117 Full color graphic warp for TransportCase 46100

4611746110

46100

46100

46112 46114

o.d. 15 1/2" (39 cm)
i.d. 15" (38 cm)

o.d.
42"
(107 cm)

i.d.
40 1/2"
(103 cm)

o.d.
36"
(91 cm)

i.d.
34 3/4"
(88 cm)

o.d. 15 1/2" (39 cm)
i.d. 15" (38 cm)

o.d. 11 1/2" (29 cm)
i.d. 11" (28 cm)

o.d. 11 1/2" (29 cm)
i.d. 11" (28 cm)

front front frontside side side

46114

46112 46100

top shelf

graphic 
wrap

Lid has protective foam 
insert to hold 2 spotlights.
For 46100 only.

This lightweight black nylon bag has a full 
sized flap making access to your displays 
fast and easy. This clever case comes with 
wheels and handles. Carry or roll it with ease.
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spotlights

Put your business in the spotlight. Our collection of high 
quality focus and spot lights have durable finishes and 
boast a variety of mounting and clamping methods. All 
complete with transformers and bulbs.

SPECIFICATIONS
Black or chrome (indicated individually) 
Including bulb, transformer, cord and clamps.

36400 Halogen Spotlight, 200 W, Quick Connect, 
            Black, w. 10 feet cord and 3-prong plug

36405 LED Spotlight, 21W, Cool White, Quick Connect, 
            Black, w. 10 feet cord and 3-prong plug

39045 Halogen Spotlight, 50 W, Chrome, w. bracket,
            8.8 feet cord and transformer
  
39040 Halogen Spotlight, 50 W, Chrome, w. clip, 8.8 feet
            cord and transformer, incl. black nylon bag.
            Ideal for banner stand poles

36405

36400

39045

39040

39045
Spotlight with bracket
to be attached on the
backside of QuikFrame
or InFrame.

39040
Clip it anywhere on
the post to position
the spotlight at desired
height. This spotlight
with clip is suitable for
any of our retractable
and non-retractable
banner stands.

36400
This spotlight is suitable
for our Supreme product
and also Fabric Wall and 
Supreme

30
SEC

brochurerack brochure rack lights

Designed for style+function. Fill it up and fold it down 
with ease while conveniently storing your literature inside. 
Pack it in the durable, compact, padded travel bag and 
you’re ready to go. The bag has a carrying handle and also 
doubles as a backpack, freeing up your hands for other 
items while on the move. Setting up is simple with the 
clearly marked quick-click safety lock. Apply your logo for 
added branding. 

LOGO PANEL ExTRA SAFETY LOCK EASY SET uP SPACE FOR BRANdING

SPECIFICATIONS
4 clear polycarbonate brochure holders for max 2” thickness.
Weight: 17lb (7.7kg)
height: 61.25”(155.6 cm)
Brochure holders: Custom size
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ASSEmBLY:
To connect horizontal to vertical, 
slide the coupling into the main 
track of the vertical and tighten 
firmly with an Allen Key.

We have all the parts & the ideas ...
You can choose to have all the parts assembled 
or knocked down for transport friendly cost. 
This modular system is all manufactured by Accenta. 
Design services also available upon request.

MODULAR ALUMINUM DISPLAY SYSTEMSA-line

The basic idea of the A-Line System is logical simplicity. This modular aluminum system consists of 
parts which are easily connected with an Allen Key as the only tool, making it just as easy to take-apart 
or rebuild as it is to assemble. This makes it possible to ship your display completely knocked down, 
making transportation economical.

A wide range of aluminum components and accessories gives you a maximum of possibilities. You can 
create your own display or choose from our wide-range of designs.

Combinable and modular with endless options and uses, the A-Line System provides a flexible solution 
to satisfy all of your display requirements. Get creative!

Please contact us for more information.

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

10

BASIC COmPONENTS:
1. Vertical extrusion
2. Horizontal extrusion
3. Coupling
4. Endcap
5. Adjustable foot
6. Shelf support
7. Panel
8. Top Shelf
9. Adjustable Shelf
10. Bottom shelf

A FEW FEATuRES & ACCESSORIES:

Panels slide into vertical & 
horizontal tracks (5/16” / 8 mm) 
that also cover the edges.

For thicker panel add channel 
to allow max 3/4”(19mm) 
panels.

Hardwars for sliding doors
and hinge doors inserted in 
tracks.

For stepless adjustable 
shelves, use the plastic 
covered shelf support. To extend or re-connect split 

verticals, use the spigot
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hingeline

Use Allen Key to change panels.

Opens 0º-180º

A B

1 1/4” 
(3.2 cm)

1 7/8” 
(4.8 cm)

1 1/4” 
(3.2 cm)

HingeLine is our entirely unique aluminum 
system that is constructed like a hinge 
marrying three extrusions together. HingeLine 
allows for more functionality of displays by 
permitting them to be folded flat keeping your 
transportation cost and space requirement 
to a minimum. HingeLine has the ability to 
be opened at any desired angle up to 180 
degrees allowing complete freedom to fit 
specific requirements. It will accept various 
types of in-fill panels, including graphics, up to 
1/4” (6 mm) thick. Horizontals may be curved 
to create an extra design advantage.

Please contact us for more information.

PANEL OPTIONS:
A. Attach graphic panel on front of the extrusion with 
magnetic tape.
B. In-fill panel (max. thickness 1/4” / 6 mm) goes into the 
track of the extrusion.

NO dISmANTLING!
ShIP FLAT!

20/20 system

20/20 is a versatile tubular aluminum system for 
store fixtures, POP displays, etc. It is created 
and designed with versatility in mind and a 
sleek construction to fit all types of interior 
design. Its minimum number of components 
offer a vast range of customized design 
possibilities There is a limitless selection of 
panels and shelves available to create your 
desired design. Best suited for permanent 
displays. 20/20 is a simple concept with many 
variations.
Please contact us for more information.

MODULAR ALUMINUM DISPLAY SYSTEMS MODULAR ALUMINUM DISPLAY SYSTEMS

TuBES (3/4" x 3/4" / 20 x 20 mm)

CONNECTORS (all 90º angles)

ASSEmBLY: Use a plastic mallet tapping forcefully
on the connectors to connect them with the tubes.

NO ASSEmBLY!
FOLd IT OPEN!
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®

Leading Your Brand Name To Success!

 design & print production 

One stop shopping. Accenta not only designs, manufactures, and distributes a broad range of portable 
exhibits, displays and POP’s but we also offer a range of graphic services - from graphic design to large 
format printing - so that you no longer require a multitude of vendors to get your display program off the 
ground. We have the right printing equipment and materials to accommodate any type of sign, banner 
or display you would like. Our materials are durable and of high quality to ensure your graphics last for 
a long time. Accenta has never failed to put newly released technologies on the forefront and provides 
them to their clients as soon as possible.


